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V4 ABSTRACTION is a series of educational and creative activities ad-
dressed to children aged 5–12, seeking to improve their competence in 
cultural participation and their perception of contemporary art, and 
raising awareness of the artistic heritage of Slovakia, Poland, the Czech 
Republic and Hungary. 

THE FILM WORKSHOPS WAS IMPLEMENTED IN: 

⬤ Poland at Centrum na Przedmieściu in Wroclaw
⬤ the Czech Republic at Karpuchina Gallery in Prague
⬤ Slovakia at Kino Úsmev in Košice
⬤ Hungary at MET Galéria in Budapest  

and at the Vizuálzene Stúdió in Pécs

During the film workshops we produced 12 films, fruit of collaboration 
between the participants and the tutors. The films were inspired by the 
work of 12 artists from the Visegrad Group (V4) region: 

⬤ Victor Vasarely (HU)
⬤ Július Koller (SK)
⬤ Dóra Maurer (HU)
⬤ Victor Hulík (SK)
⬤ Mark Starel (PL)
⬤ Zdenek Sykora (CZ)

The project also includes a memory game and 2 interactive installations. 
More information at: V4ABSTRACTION.COM

⬤ Vladimír Boudník (CZ)
⬤ Gejza Schiller (HU)
⬤ Katarzyna Kobro (PL)
⬤ Tihamér Gyarmathy (HU)
⬤ Edward Krasiński (PL)
⬤ Vladimír Kompánek (CZ)



POLAND
Films inspired by the art of the following artists:

Dóra Maurer (HU)
 Július Koller (SK)

Victor Vasarely (HU)

created during film workshops for children  
led by kinoMANUAL,  

which took place 17–18.08.2022  
in Centrum na Przedmieściu, Wrocław.



Dóra Maurer (b. 1937)

One of Hungary's most renowned visual art-
ists. For over fifty years, she has been working 
in almost every medium, from film and pho-
tography to painting, performance and sculp-
ture. 

Maurer was part of an independent community 
of artists who worked outside the mainstream; 
in the 1970s, together with Miklós Erdély, she 
ran an educational program for young artists 
and factory workers. Dóra Maurer's works 

feature geometric, mathematical and con-
ceptual systems. Her pieces are based on an 
analytical way of thinking about composition, 
and are both playful experiments and scientif-
ic observations. The artist explores the cyclical 
nature of simple repetitive actions, the prop-
erties of color and space, and their perception. 
Movement, displacement and transformation 
are constant themes in her work. She uses 
a film camera in her art projects, which en-
dows her abstract compositions with an extra 
dimension: movement. 

INSPIRATION

Microspace sticking animation

01’30’’ | color | non-camera animation | 
young artists: Kasper Cisowski, Tymek Cisowski, 
Lukrecja Kamińska, Witold Kamiński,  
Mark Petrovy, Daria Petrova, Gaja Raduchowska, 
Liwia Raduchowska, Michalina Respond,  
Jerzy Solarewicz

Our animation was inspired by Dóra Maurer's 
project, where the artist painted the entire 
gallery (including floor and ceiling) in different 
colored stripes, and used both, the resulting 
composition and the act of painting to make 
an abstract film. We tried to evoke the atmos-
phere of this work using the non-camera tech-
nique, where the images are created directly 
on clear 35mm filmstock. 

In her work, Maurer explored the gallery space 
– distances, surfaces, the situation she found 
herself in. Then, she would film the movements 
and gestures that accompanied her painting. 
We explored the space given by the narrow 
strip using colored self-adhesive tapes and 
foils. In this way, we discovered the properties 
of colors, as well as the details resulting from 
the peculiarities of the medium: the drawings 
formed accidentally in the folds of the tape, or 
by the dust particles that set on it.
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DÓRA MAURER, IN THE PROCESS OF PAINTING THE MURAL, FOT. JÓZSEF ROSTA, RETRIEVED FROM: WWW.LUDWIGMUSEUM.HU
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Július Koller (1939–2007)

He graduated in painting, but abandoned the 
canvas to pursue conceptual art, a movement 
where the idea and creative process are more 
important than the resulting piece. He valued 
humor and irony, as evidenced by his idea of 
the Ganek Gallery, where he held imaginary 
exhibitions. 

Today, the artist is associated with ob-
ject-paintings made in white latex and featur-
ing question marks, which have become a uni-
versal symbol of his critical view of everyday 
life and reality. In art, Koller pursued his own 
mission of "engaging instead of composing". 

Many people associate him with the concept of 
"Junk Culture". From 1966, the artist created an 
unusual archive collecting printed materials 
that he came across: from daily newspapers 
to postcards, exhibition tickets and discarded 
food packages. He used these objects – this 
"junk culture" – to create compositions, where 
he juxtaposed them with news clippings about 
revolutions, war, and everyday life affairs. In 
this way, he not only produced a picture of an 
era, but exposed also the “daily culture” con-
tained in the materials. 

INSPIRATION

Junk culture

01’52’’ | color | stop-motion animation |
young artists: Filip Adamek-Sapiński, Iwo Aleksy, 
Madzia Chumieja, Lukrecja Kamińska,  
Witold Kamiński, Marcelina Majewska, Mark Petrovy, 
Daria Petrova, Jan Popko, Liwia Raduchowska,  
Gaja Raduchowska, Jerzy Solarewicz,  
Marysia Solarewicz

Many of Július Koller's ideas welcome the ex-
ploration through abstract film. We chose his 
concept of "Junk Culture." Koller created sim-
ple, minimalist compositions out of cutouts, 
used photo albums, books, posters, and torn 
or glued paper. Surrounded by trash – as we 
all are – he was able to use it in creative ways. 
It was this method that we found most inspir-
ing for the abstract stop-motion animation. 
Scrap paper, tissues, crumpled cardboard… 
In a word, everything that can be found in the 

trash at the office or the art studio, became 
source material for our film. We used a simi-
lar strategy when preparing the soundtrack. 
It is a collage composed of elements from our 
everyday soundscape: garbage trucks, car 
horns, fax machines, electronic devices, noisy 
conversations. We end the animation with 
a question mark – the leitmotif in Koller's work, 
which encourages us to challenge our thought 
patterns and opens the field to new interpre-
tations.

ANIMATION

JÚLIUS KOLLER, WASTE CULTURE, 1966, THE COLLECTION OF THE JÚLIUS KOLLER SOCIETY, FOT. ADAM ŠAKOVY, RETRIEVED FROM: JULIUSKOLLERSOCIETY.ORG/SK/ARCHIV



Victor Vasarely (1906–1997)

Born Győző Vásárhelyi was an artist of Hun-
garian origin who spent his entire life in 
France. For many years he worked as a graph-
ic and industrial designer, creating in the 
spirit of Constructivism and the Bauhaus, an 
important style in Architecture characterized 
by minimalism and functionality, among oth-
er things. Over time, he began to experiment 
with other styles, and is best known today as 
the creator of OP-ART – geometric abstrac-
tionism based on visual illusions, apparent 
three-dimensionality, and heavy impact on 
the viewer's eye. He created works in a variety 
of techniques, painting often with acrylics and 
screen printing. He created compositions of 
geometric shapes and illusions of spatial depth 
on two-dimensional surfaces, using only ab-
stract colored shapes. Initially, his works were 
dominated by black and white colors, which he 

greatly diversified in his later work. Beginning 
in 1955, he created a series of "optical-kinetic" 
paintings, which evoked a feeling of pulsing, 
rippling, swirling or flickering in the viewer. 
Today, his cube-shaped compositions – which 
appear to ripple, refract or bend, disrupting 
the viewers' perceptual habits, are one of his 
best-known features. In the 1950s, he started 
writing manifestos where he analyzed issues 
concerning art. In many of these he described 
his idea for a visual alphabet, a framework he 
used to create numerous works for the series 
"Planetary Folklore" using experimental tech-
niques. These include the use of magnetic 
blocks, which allowed users to create their 
own compositions from "plastic units." Today, 
these ideas bring to mind the properties of 
digital pixels. 

INSPIRATION

Op-art animation

01’36’’ | color | stop-motion animation |
young artists: Filip Adamek-Sapiński,  
Kasper Cisowski, Tymek Cisowski, Liwia Raduchowska, 
Gaja Raduchowska, Madzia Chumieja,  
Marcelina Majewska, Mark Petrovy, Daria Petrova

It was the play of pure colors and geometric 
shapes that encouraged us to experiment with 
abstract animation. Each of Victor Vasare-
ly’s paintings seems to be moving, swapping 
colors and figures to play with pure geometric 
and abstract form and explore the relation-
ship between each individual object and the 
whole composition. The main elements in our 
stage design are magnetic foil placed at the 
back of the colored squares and a magnetic 
board. Using the properties of these objects, 

we were able to plan the choreography of the 
geometric objects with great precision. Our 
images impact the viewer's eye strongly, the 
high-contrast colors flash intensely, the com-
positions vibrate, the shapes rapidly shift po-
sitions forming successive arrangements. Our 
animation can confuse, surprise the viewers 
with a steady, rhythmic and engaging pulsa-
tion of images and sound. 

ANIMATION

VICTOR VASARELY, PLANETARY FOLKLORE PARTICIPATIONS NO. 1, 1969, RETRIEVED FROM: WWW.DESA.PL



SLOVAKIA
Films inspired by the art of the following artists:

Vladimír Boudník (CZ)
Katarzyna Kobro (PL)

Gejza Schiller (HU)

created during film workshops for children  
led by Róbert Rampáček which took place

20.09.2022, 28.09.2022, 6.10.2022  
in Kino Úsmev, Košice.



Vladimír Boudník (1924–1968)

Boudník was a Czech graphic designer and 
photographer, a key figure in the Czech 
post-war art scene. He founded his own art 
movement titled Explosionalism. Boudník was 
fascinated by scrap metal, the ruins, waste 
and destruction of the urban space. After the 
war, he attended art school, where he studied 
graphic design. He worked in advertising for 
a short time and then was employed at an 
ironworks in Kladno. 

The artist developed a number of innovative 
graphic techniques. The factory environment 
served as his inspiration for a new method: 
structural prints, which he produced by im-
printing shavings, screws, wire and other 
waste material on metal plates, using a pow-
erful press. He was one of the first Czech art-
ists to co-create with the public, organizing 
"happenings" and interacting with psychiatric 
patients. 

INSPIRATION

Untitled

01’01’’ | color | drawing, stop-motion animation |
young artists: Barbora Damková, Hugo Hrehor,  
Nina Jureková, Nela Pinčáková

One of Vladimír Boudník's later graphic series 
caught our attention. The artist was inspired 
by a projection test created by the Swiss psy-
choanalyst Hermann Rorschach, that is based 
on the subjects' interpretation of shape-
less inkblots. Boudník used the principle of 

symmetry from the inkblots, and the resulting 
images resembled organic and animal forms. 
During the workshop, we used paints to cre-
ate our own Rorschach paintings, producing 
abstract shapes on one half of the paper and 
imprinting fresh paint on the other half. We 
then animated the images using stop-motion 
animation. 
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VLADIMÍR BOUDNÍK, VARIÁCIE NA RORSCHAQCHOV TEST VI, 1966, RETRIEVED FROM: WWW.WEBUMENIA.SK
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INSPIRATION

Untitled

00’50’’ | color | stop-motion animation |
young artists: Lívia Babčová, Tomás Babčo,  
Barbora Damková, Lukáš Damko, Hugo Hrehor, 
Zuzana Rusnáková, Tomáš Semán, Samuel Mad’ar, 
Boris Kirilenko

What impressed us most about Gejza Schil-
er's work were the shapes emerging from the 
background, the contrasting color combina-
tions, and the way the subjects were present-
ed as geometric compositions. We ended up 
selecting several works (including: "Portrait 
of a Man") and decided to loosely reproduce 
them with colored paper cut-outs. 

Then, playing in front of the lens, we empa-
thized with the artist and imagined what he 
might have observed while painting his pic-
tures. As a result, several multi-element, color-
ful and humorous shots were created based on 
patterns from his paintings. Here, one painter-
ly composition turns into another, moves and 
changes shape before the viewer adding new 
dimensions to the artist’s painting – all thanks 
to stop-motion animation. By the way, our film 
also tests the audience's cognitive abilities. We 
leave it to them to find the other works by art-
ist that we used in the making of this film, as 
a playful riddle to solve.

ANIMATION

Gejza Schiller (1895–1927)

Was a Hungarian painter, a prominent rep-
resentative of Košice Modernism, a style that 
was co-created by artists associated with the 
city of Košice. In the 1920s, Slovaks, Hungari-
ans, Germans and Jews lived there, resulting 
in various cultural influences. Košice modern-
ism was characterized by multinationality, 
openness and a multitude of artistic attitudes. 
The artists were often inspired by urbanico-
nography, social issues or existential themes. 

Schiller's works were part of this trend, at the 
same time presenting his authorial approach 
to art. Schiller's paintings are dominated by 
stylized, cubist shapes with solid outlines and 
figures with caricatured features. On the 
one hand, the artist built up the composition 
through bright, calm colors, while on the oth-
er hand he used a painting gesture close to 
drawing – composed of many brush strokes.
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Katarzyna Kobro ( 1898–1951)

Was a Polish avant-garde sculptor of Ger-
man-Russian descent. She became famous 
for her "spatial sculptures," combining Con-
structivism, architecture and sculptural forms, 
gaining her recognition as one of the most out-
standing sculptors of the 20th century. Kobro 
strived in her works to organize space in such 
a way that there was no division between the 
space enclosed in a block and its surround-
ings, but let the work coexist with the space, 
allowing it to permeate. The artist used ex-
pressive abstract geometric forms. The color 

of each individual part was important to her. 
In her "Abstract Sculptures", she honored the 
natural color of the material, sometimes add-
ing black or white. In "Spatial Compositions" 
she used yellow, red, blue, black and white. 
First and foremost, Kobro trusted the rules of 
arithmetic and logic; her goal was to build an 
abstract work of art based on objective laws, 
discovered through experiment and analysis. 

INSPIRATION

Untitled

00’56’’ | color | stop-motion animation |
young artists: Michaela Babčáková,  
Barbora Damková, Gabriel Mitro, Timur Rosiar, 
Vladislav Vasyliev

During the workshop, we made two spatial 
sculptures inspired by the work of Katarzyna 
Kobro using different types of cardboard and 
papers. We modeled “Spatial Composition No. 
4” and “Spatial Composition No. 6”, and used 
them in the video to show the development of 
the artistic process, its transformations, and 
the spatial qualities of the artist's works. In 
the video, we turned the static compositions 
into dynamic, vibrant movement through 
stop-motion animation. In this way, we allow 

viewers to look at these objects from different 
angles and appreciate these seemingly sim-
ple constructions. In addition, we encourage 
the audience to step into the role of a green 
ball. A small object, made of play dough, that 
is not part of the sculpture, but tries to examine 
it from its own perspective, and maybe, even 
become part of it? 

Each Kobro sculpture is a different futuris-
tic object, building its own mood. In our film, 
this otherness is emphasized by the change of 
movement and sound. We let the sculptures 
"speak" on stage under the spotlight, as if they 
were the stars in a play. 

ANIMATION

KATARZYNA KOBRO, KOMPOZYCJA PRZESTRZENNA (4), 1929, ©EWA SAPKA-PAWLICZAK & MUZEUM SZTUKI W ŁODZI, RETRIEVED FROM: ZASOBY.MSL.ORG.PL



THE CZECH 
REPUBLIC

Films inspired by the art of the following artists:

Tihamér Gyarmathy (HU)
Edward Krasiński (PL)

Vladimír Kompánek (CZ)

created during film workshops for children  
led by Anna Fukátková and Barbora Quaiserová 

which took place 1–2.10.2022
in Karpuchina Gallery, Prague.



Edward Krasiński (1925–2004)

Was a Polish artist, sculptor, painter, author 
of installations and happenings. He created 
spatial objects from wires, rods, cables, and 
simple objects. He exposed them in such a way 
that made the viewers aware of their dynamic 
potential, conveying a strong sense of move-
ment. The hallmark of his work is the Line. In 
1968 he started using blue adhesive tape to 
create drawings that permeated space. Its 
color was not coincidental. According to the 
artist, blue had the strongest effect on the psy-
che and offered more possibilities for inter-
pretation. The artist questioned the sense of 
creating traditional images and used the word 

"artist" with a grain of salt, approaching art 
with some distance and humor. He performed 
actions of an ephemeral, momentary nature, 
and often took them beyond the gallery space. 
Even during his early explorations with tape, 
he taped trees and two girls at a party. In his 
works, Krasinski combined constructivist and 
surrealist tendencies. On the one hand, the 
line was a tool for building a spatial vision. 
On the other, it created an abstract situation 
where the viewer became a participant, en-
tangled in the coils of the line and the passage 
of time expressed through it. 

INSPIRATION

Blue line

01’02’’ | color | drawing, stop-motion animation |
young artists: Maya Chmelnická, Tary Kravchenko, 
Lada Pugacheva

Just as in Krasiński's spatial drawings, the main 
character in our video is the blue adhesive 
tape. In the film, we walk through the space 
of Karpuchina Gallery in short blue "steps". 
This way of exploring the environment was 
made possible by stop-motion animation. We 
brought our wandering line to life carefully 
photographing the successive pieces of tape 
with our cameras. In our recording, the tape 
is a guide, a mysterious energy that connects 

various objects, forms, planes and places to-
gether. Like Krasiński, we juxtapose the line 
with other geometric shapes or colors. In this 
way, we change meanings, create new impos-
sible and absurd stories. 
Krasiński's works need to be seen many times, 
because of the details and the precision of ex-
ecution. Our film is also worth seeing several 
times. It is rich in detail, small events that ac-
company the dynamic story of the blue strip. 
What's more, those who pay close attention 
will find in the images objects that Krasiński 
himself used for his installations. 

ANIMATION

EDWARD KRASIŃSKI, EXHIBITION VIEW, ©TATE LIVERPOOL, ROGER SINEK, RETRIEVED FROM: WWW.MAGAZYNSZUM.PL



Tihamér Gyarmathy (1915–2005)

He was an avant-garde painter and one of the 
main representatives of post-war Hungarian 
abstraction. His body of work also includes 
sculptures and drawings. Today, he is best 
known for his oil paintings. 

He studied at the Hungarian Academy of Fine 
Arts in Italy, France, and Germany. During his 
studies, he met people who influenced greatly 
his way of thinking about art, like Piet Mon-
drian – a well-known painter of the abstract 
movement – and André Breton, a theoreti-
cian of Surrealism, among others. He also 
came into contact with representatives of the 

Hungarian avant-garde, including the art crit-
ic and theoretician of the Constructivist move-
ment, Ernő Kállai. 

Since the 1940s, he painted surrealist, non-fig-
urative paintings. Colors and light played an 
important role in his compositions. The paint-
ings often featured organic arrangements 
divided by geometric shapes. He created 
complex compositions from many small el-
ements. The subject matter of Gyarmatha's 
works reflected his interest in nature, human 
feelings, and an experimental approach to his 
own painting techniques. 

INSPIRATION

Rhythm & shape

01’25’’ | color | stop-motion animation |
young artists: Zdenka Kemenová, Nikolas Obermayer, 
Eliška Svobodová, Jáchym Šimek, Filip Štulo,  
Veronika Šutová

The atmosphere of Gyarmathy's abstract 
paintings charmed us so much, that we decid-
ed to use animation to bring the artist's paint-
ed compositions to life. The rectangular frame 
of the film relates perfectly to the formats of 
his works. In the film, the characteristic circles 
and rectangles in vivid, warm shades of color, 
become spatial. At times, they are spherical 
glass pebbles. Others, for example, they are 
cubic wooden beads painted in pastel colors. 
Our film is about playing with different objects 

in front of the camera lens, discovering their 
artistic qualities, creating movement frame-
by-frame. The solids here change their place 
and colors. They follow simple motion paths, 
influence each other, multiply and merge. They 
arrange themselves into successive geometric 
shapes, and their repetitive arrangements are 
emphasized by rhythmic music. 

ANIMATION
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Vladimír Kompánek (1927–2011)

Was a Slovak sculptor and painter. He painted 
with oil paints and created sculptures mainly 
from metal or wood. He spent a significant 
part of his life in the village of Rajec (currently, 
Ukrainian territory). In his works, he returns 
to the memories of that period, where he 
lived close to nature, surrounded by pictur-
esque landscapes. In Bratislava, he studied 
at the Slovak Technical University and later, 
at the Academy of Fine Arts. In 1957 he be-
came a co-founder of the so-called Mikuláš 
Galand Group, which played an important 
role in shaping Slovak art. Kompánek is char-
acterized by the reduction of reality to simple 

shapes, a limited color palette, as well as sub-
ject matter – reflecting the beauty of Slovak 
culture and nature. He simplified the individual 
elements of his works to the level of a sign, and 
then, a symbol rich in primordial content and 
legible to almost everyone. Kompánek was in-
terested in specific themes: winter landscapes, 
carnivals in the countryside, nudes, ancient 
myths, figures in a landscape, and rural archi-
tecture. In depictions of cottages and winter 
idylls, he sought truth, a vehicle for folk wis-
dom, beauty and goodness. 

INSPIRATION

Owal + Trójkąt + Kształt

01’25’’ | color | stop-motion animation |
young artists: Maya Chmelnická,  
Meda Danel, Lotta Jánská, Tary Kravchenko,  
Lada Pugacheva, Kvido Šimek

We divided the animation into three parts. The 
characters in each of them are paper pup-
pets. We rearranged them frame by frame 
on different backgrounds, so as to convey 
a sense of movement. In each part, we refer 
to other features in the artist's body of work, 
while staying true to our own concept, pre-
senting stories that are close to us. Thus, in 
the first part, we transport the viewer to the 
times of a childhood idyll, where good always 
wins. In the next part we use – among other 

things – landscape elements and the mask 
motif. And in the last part, we refer to the world 
of legends and myths. Inspired by Kompánek's 
works, we opted for rounded shapes, uncom-
plicated compositions and pure, sometimes 
luminous colors, in order to give the scenes 
a light and delicate character. When watching 
our film, it's important to keep an open mind 
and allow yourself to look for new meanings 
and feelings, and make your own associations. 
Just like when observing the artist's paintings. 
Anyone who stares at them long enough, will 
find something for themselves! 
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HUNGARY
Films inspired by the art of the following artists:

Mark Starel (PL)
Zdenék Sykora (CZ)

Victor Hulík (SK)

created during film workshops for children led by 
Dénes Ruzsa (film inspired by Mark Starel),  

Zsolt Gyenes (film inspired by Zdenék Sykora), 
Fruzsina Spitzer (film inspired by Victor Hulík),

which took place 24–25.09.2022  
in MET Galéria, Budapest  

and Vizuálzene Stúdió, Pécs



Viktor Hulík (ur. 1949)

Is a Slovak painter, printmaker, sculptor and 
one of the main figures of the geometric ab-
straction movement. Hulík's main source of in-
spiration is nature, full of structure, colors and 
transformations. He creates his assemblages, 
collages and three-dimensional drawings 
from basic geometric shapes. He paints or 
glues single elements onto the surface of an 
image, to then expand it and change the com 
– position through simple manipulations. In 

this way, he manages to achieve a monumen-
tal effect, even in small format works. Hulík is 
also one of the pioneers of computer graphics 
in Slovakia, and in his works he uses a com-
puter program to generate an infinite number 
of variations of simple shapes within a single 
frame. 

INSPIRATION

Tangram stories

01’30’’ | black & white | drawing, stop-motion 
animation | young artists: Vince Kassa Németh,  
András Steiner, Krisztián Szilágyi, Kamilla Versics 

During the workshop, we explored "Geomet-
rica" by Viktor Hulík. Our basic building blocks 
– as in the case of the Slovak painter – were 
modules. Our first tests and visual effects en-
couraged us to play with the shape of a Tan-
gram – a Chinese puzzle composed of seven 
geometric figures – by cutting a square. We 
also created an enlarged, pixelated portrait 
of the artist from elements of the original 
work. The animation was made using the 

stop-motion technique, and the resulting 
images were postproduced and edited on 
a computer. The soundtrack was created in 
a similar way. We split the "Geometrica" piece 
into multiple elements, wrote out the differ-
ent notes of the musical scale on their backs, 
then drew the elements, and their random 
order determined the final sound. The re-
sulting soundtracks were modified with a few 
effects using the Garage Band music editing 
software, where we created the final version 
for the film. Image and sound were created 
simultaneously. 
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Mark Starel (b. 1960) 

Born Wiesław Łuczaj, Starel is a Polish inter-
media artist also active in the fields of paint-
ing, space organization, digital graphics and 
generative art, a movement based on algo-
rithmic procedures. The starting point in his 
work is the assumption that contemporary 
reality is a statistical reality. The artist creates 
paintings inspired by databases and other 
sources of analytical data, versing mainly on 
the social behavior of Poles. In 2011, he initiat-
ed the international art movement “Discursive 
Geometry”, which he co-founded with other 
artists. The movement inscribes geometric art 
into contemporary discourses, such as social, 
linguistic, scientific, and art itself. 

INSPIRATION

Planets

01’34’’ | color | drawing, computer composition |
young artists: Lujza Aradi, Jázmin Jankó, Kincsö Kónya, 
Bernadett Lovas, Kadosa Pintér, Róbert Rábai,  
Helka Ruda, Andor Tóth

Two works caught our attention: "Statistical 
Images" ( 1999) and "Covimetry" (2021). Their 
circular forms and variations reminded us of 
the motion of the planets. Using shapes cut 
from paper and our own drawings, we moved 
them on a scanner while copying them. These 
electrographic works, made using the copy-
move technique, constituted primarily the 

background for the abstract visual forms. Sim-
ple geometric shapes were combined with or-
ganic distortions resulting from the use of the 
scanner. Then, these different abstract worlds 
– geometric and lyrical – were combined and 
further enhanced with the use of color. The 
identity of the micro and macro worlds also 
played a role in this short film. 
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Zdenék Sykora (1920–2011)

Czech abstract painter and sculptor, and 
pioneer of computer art. In the 1960s, influ-
enced by Cubism and Surrealism, he created 
subtle black-and-white op-art illusions, as 
he also explored the potential of computer 
programs for the creation of "random geom-
etry." Through geometric shapes, the artist 
reflected on the numerical data generated by 
the device, thus encoding the size, shape and 
arrangement of the pattern painted on the 
canvas. 

Visualizing the relationship between chance 
and mechanical necessity became his obses-
sion. He claimed that these relationships do 
not only define Space in his paintings, but are 
actually the rules governing human life and 
the cosmos. Hence, Sýkora's computer paint-
ings give the impression of being constrained 
by a frame in a completely arbitrary manner, 
so that they seemingly transcend its two-di-
mensional space. 

INSPIRATION

Knots

01’30’’ | color | reactive sound, computer  
composition | young artists: Iván Ákli, Júlia Ákli,  
Emma Császár, Júlia Császár, Zsófia Cserneczky, 
Berta Gyenes, János Gyenes, Kira Györpál,  
István Horváth, Róza Pál

The main inspiration for our animation was 
Zdenék Sykora's "Lines No. 24 – The Last 
Judgment" (1984). Sykora's liberated "lines" 
and "waves" inspired us to create an equally 
joyful artistic situation. While working on the 
film, we read short excerpts from R. D. Laing's 
book "Knots" (1970), which provided us with 
an additional starting point. Then we freely 
played with our own voices using an analog 
synthesizer and producing sequences of mov-
ing images. The animations generated by the 

sound were immediately recorded. Thus, the 
work consists mainly of improvisations, during 
which the moving image and the sounds were 
created simultaneously. Later, we continued 
working with the resulting material, modifying 
it in real time. For this, we used digital appli-
cations (SC Apps) and a MIDI controller. The 
final result was an uncut, continuous audiovis-
ual piece. The entire work was based on free, 
spontaneous actions, and on the release of 
emotions and their audiovisual translation into 
shapes. 
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SCENARIOS



abstract film – where to start?

audience: 
⬤ children aged 6–12
⬤  students of grades I–VI
⬤  possibly mixed groups with  

the participation of children of this age

objective:
⬤ To increase the competence of students in 

the reception and creation of contemporary 
art, especially art films

operational goals:
⬤ the student learns about the abstract art of 

the Visegrad Group region 
⬤ the student understands the differences 

between abstract and figurative images, 
understands concepts as cinematography, 
abstract, artistic and experimental film, sto-
ryboard, film stock

⬤ the student can present the concept of the 
film in the form of a storyboard 

activity implementation time: 
1,5 h

necessary equipment: 
tables, chairs, computer, projector, screen, 
film stock, several printed storyboards 
from films/cartoons known to children 

necessary materials:
dot matrix paper, crayons 

methods: 
⬤ presentation
⬤ discussion
⬤ building a narrative through text
⬤ building a narrative through image –  

art activity

course of the activity:

1. Look for inspiration for creative activities. 
Prepare a presentation with examples of 
abstract and figurative paintings and ab-
stract films – it is advisable to use recordings 
from the workshop: www.v4abstraction.
com/films and briefly mention the abstract 
work of selected artists of the Visegrad 
Group region. (15 min)

2. Talk with the participants about their under-
standing of such buzzwords as: abstraction, 
art film, experimental film. Ask about their 
associations with these terms, then explain 
them and clarify the boundary between ab-
stract art and figurative art. (10 min)

3. Present the children with a film tape, explain 
what a frame is, how a film is created – what 
a storyboard is. Show examples of story-
boards. (10 min)

4. Divide the class into groups, the task of each 
will be to write down the invented story in 
five sentences (in younger groups, the lead-
er helps to write down the content). The next 
stage is to draw a storyboard, i.e. a pictorial 
script for the invented story in five frames, 
but using only non-figurative means of ex-
pression: all elements appearing in the text, 
such as characters, backgrounds, objects… 
must be depicted in the form of shapes, 
colors, geometric figures, etc. Children per-
form the task on sheets of dot matrix paper, 
sharing the work. (40 min)

5. Then the groups exchange storyboards and 
do the exercise in reverse order, i.e. try to 
order the story to the abstract storyboards 
prepared by their mates. (15 min)

SCENARIO 1.

variants for youngsters aged 13–14, 
grades VII and VIII: 

1. In older groups, you can also discuss briefly 
the history of abstract art and absolute film 
of the 1920s. 

2. When presenting the works by artists in the 
abstract tradition, you can ask the young-
sters to carefully analyze the work of one 
of them. It is important to enquire about 
what they see; what shapes, colors, motifs 

are repeated; what they think might distin-
guish the work by this artist from others they 
know. After defining the artist's style, ideate 
together how the mentioned elements can 
be put into motion to create an abstract film. 

The unpredictable life of objects

audience: 
⬤ children aged 6–12
⬤  students of grades I–VI
⬤  possibly mixed groups with  

the participation of children of this age

objective:
⬤ To increase students' competence 

in perceiving and creating contem-
porary art, especially art films

operational goals:
⬤ the student becomes acquainted with se-

lected shots from abstract films 
⬤ the student understands concepts such as 

cinematography, abstract film, animation, 
shot, frame 

⬤ the student is able to work out the concept 
of the film together with other participants, 
animate the objects, perceive the differ-
ences between the physical image and the 
image viewed on the screen, recognize the 
characteristics of an abstract image 

activity implementation time: 
1,5 h

necessary equipment: 
camera, tripod, computer, projector, 
screen, space to move and play 

necessary materials:
three different fabrics of min. 140x200 cm. 
For example, soft and nice to the touch, plush 
fabric in pastel colors, multicolored and 
smooth satin; froth or flannel with a large 
stain or white stiff canvas; cards, pens 

methods: 
⬤ presentation
⬤ discussion
⬤ brainstorming
⬤ exercises in front of the camera – animation 

of the object through movement games with 
the object

⬤ presentation of the effects of the activities

SCENARIO 2.



course of the activity:
1. Talk to children about what movies they 

know; what the subject of their movie could 
be. Refer to their cinematic experience. Ask 
about the strangest and most surprising 
movies / unique or unforgettable scenes 
from favorite fairy tales or movies. (10 min)

2. Introduce some shots from selected ab-
stract films, introduce the title and surpris-
ing frame. Ask the children if they associate 
the images with the titles in any way. Explain 
what art films are about and what charac-
terizes an abstract film. (10 min)

3. Divide the class into two groups. Ask the 
children to name rectangular objects from 
their surroundings and to choose one of 
them, thinking about what they associate it 
with, its characteristics, properties. Then ask 
them to choose a fabric that best reflects the 
characteristics of the object. Later, the chil-
dren will decide together what may happen 
to the imagined object and how to move it 
as a team, keeping in mind its characteris-
tics, seeking to represent an event in which 
it could take part. Example: rectangular 
object = envelope / object to be animated 
= white cloth / event-movement = envelope 
falling into a mailbox. (15 min)

4. Children try to recreate the movement, 
practicing with the fabric. Then you record 
in a silent static the work of one group for 
about a minute. During the recording, the 
other group become observers. (35 min)

5. Play the recording on a large screen. Ask the 
children about their impressions, the differ-
ences in the perception of scenes viewed 
live and through the screen. Together, look 
for the inherent features in abstract films 
(ambiguous forms, objects reduced to ge-
ometric shapes, multiple possible interpre-
tations, etc.). (20 min)

variants for youngsters, 13–14 years old, 
class VII and VIII: 

1. You can ask older children to work on the 
soundtrack in parallel. Youngsters can 
use their own voices to make the video 
soundtrack (for example, using the popular 
beat-box technique). 

2. Participants can record two or three short 
shots of the same visual concept with differ-
ent ideas for the musical background, and 
later evaluate how the sound layer affects 
the mood of the visual recording. 
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